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SYNOPSIS
Every step is a secret.
A mother takes her self-destructive daughter to a deserted village in a foreign country and locks her in a
house in the middle of nowhere. She takes her away from everything in order to bring her back to life.
What begins as a mother’s desperate attempt to save her child turns into an increasingly miraculous
spiritual adventure, restoring the deep feelings of life within her.
MOTHER is a companion piece to Škafar’s previous feature OČA (DAD) (Venice, 2010) in which a
father reconnects with his young son on the sun-dappled fields of the Slovenian countryside. Nature as a
safe place, where the noise of every day life dies down, where time and space takes on a different
dimension.
CREDITS
screenwriter, director Vlado Škafar
(inspired by the writings of Jelena Maksimović. Vida Rucli . Nataša Tič Ralijan . Gabriella Ferrari;
*Margita Stefanović, J W Goethe, Lily Novy)
cast Nataša Tič Ralijan, Vida Rucli, Gabriella Ferrari, Pierluigi Di Piazza
director of photography Marko Brdar
editing Jelena Maksimović, Vlado Škafar
sound design Julij Zornik
set design Niko Novak
music Mater by Vladimír Godár (sung by Iva Bittová)
Ribbon Bow performed by Karen Dalton
color correction Emil Svetlik, Teleking
artwork design Sonja Prosenc
producer Frenk Celarc
co-producers Igor Prinčič, Amra Bakšić Čamo
production GUSTAV FILM, TRANSMEDIA, SCCA/PRO.BA, ARCH © 2016
the film is co-financed by Slovenian Film Centre, Eurimages, MIBAC – Direzione Generale Per Il
Cinema, Fondo Regionale Per L'audiovisivo FVG, FVG Film Commission - Film Fund, developed
with the support of MEDIA programme
technical support by Viba Film Studio
technical information
90 min, colour, DCP, 1:1,85
IFFR SCREENINGS:
Feb 3, 14:00 @ De Doelen Willem Burger Zaal (press & industry screening)
Feb 3, 18:45 @ Pathe 2 (premiere screening with director and lead actresses)
Feb 4, 9.30 @ Pathe 5
Feb 5, 21:45 @ Lantaren Venster 6
Feb 6, 9:30 @ Lantaren Venster 2
EFM SCREENING: TBA

DIRECTOR'S WORDS
The long journey of the Mother has been characterised by two words: pain and beauty. These everyday,
but nevertheless powerful words have appeared and resounded at every step: in the first images,
materialising from nothing - from the word ‘mother’ itself; during meetings with the cast - the first
contact became painful and beautiful, as pain, when not avoided and when enough room opens up in front
of it, always becomes beauty. During the first stroll by the mountain creek, one of our cast members,
Gabriella, uttered the words that described our journey exquisitely: “There is too much suffering around
suffering. Suffering needs beauty.”
ª
The film combines different notions of reality and imagination, from partly documentary to fantastic and
phantasmagorical sequences. These somewhat magical scenes and images are sometimes a figurative
representation of her inner feelings, depicting her feelings as becoming one with the world. Otherwise
these scenes also represent the notion of how the world (people around her, but also nature and her
surroundings) sees and feels her, showing not only that she is falling in love with the world but also – if I
may say so – that the world is falling in love with her (for example, in the scene where she starts playing
with little girls her hair is gradually adorned with flowers and her face softly painted with colours, so that
she resembles a kind of a sacred icon).
They became part of that unreal but penetrating and exciting universe which is the world seen through the
eyes of love.
- Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse
This new notion of herself, the new world she has created within herself, her magical perception of the
world around her, gives the mother new inspiration and reveals the key to her daughter’s heart.
ª
When I returned I found her asleep and did not wake her. Stretched out at full length on my bed, in an
attitude so natural that no art could have devised it, she reminded me of a long blossoming stem that had
been laid there /.../ I listened to this murmuring, mysterious emanation, soft as a sea breeze, magical as a
gleam of moonlight, that was her sleep. So long as it lasted, I was free to dream about her and yet at the
same time to look at her, and, when that sleep grew deeper, to touch, to kiss her. What I felt then was a
love as pure, as immaterial, as mysterious, as if I had been in the presence of those inanimate creatures
which are the beauties of nature.
- Marcel Proust, In Search of Lost Time
The film treats its characters as creatures of nature and vice versa – every part of nature (a flower, leaves
of grass, new shoots on tree branches, etc.) is shown as a spiritual being as well. The attitudes and
feelings of characters in the film are discovered through deep observations not served through dramatic
resolutions. And it is nature as a whole that also plays a crucial part as the film starts at a specific time
when winter is ending and spring is starting to show. The rebirth of nature, shown subtly throughout the
development of the story, is almost one of the characters of the film and one of the key influences in the
mother's awakening.
ª

BIO
Vlado Škafar is a filmmaker and writer, previously also engaged in the promotion of cinematic culture as
one of the co-founders of the Slovenian Cinematheque (programme director from 1993 to 1999) as well
as of the Kino Otok – Isola Cinema International Film Festival. In 2015, in collaboration with the painter
Joni, he made a book of haiku-like poetry and watercolour paintings called Circles (in Slovenian, English
and Japanese).
As a filmmaker, he initially made a short film STARI MOST (The Old Bridge, 1998, world premiere at
Sarajevo FF), documentary feature PETERKA - Leto odločitve (PETERKA: YEAR OF DECISION,
2003, wp at Cinema du Réel, Paris, 2004), POD NJIHOVO KOŽO (UNDER THEIR S.K.I.N., 2006, wp
at Crossing Europe) and two film essays - OTROCI (LETTER TO A CHILD, 2008, wp at Rotterdam
IFF 2009), NOČNI POGOVORI Z MOJCO (Nighttime with Mojca, 2009, wp at FID Marseille). His
debut feature OČA (DAD, 2010) was the first Slovenian film ever to be selected for the International
Critics’ Week at Venice IFF, and it has been shown at more than 50 film festivals around the world. It
received a personal award from Alexandr Sokurov at the Voices IFF (Vologda). Before his last film
MAMA (MOTHER), Škafar made a poetic meditation DEKLICA IN DREVO (A GIRL AND A TREE,
2012; wp at FID Marseille) with two legendary Slovenian actresses, Štefka Drolc and Ivanka Mežan.
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GUSTAV FILM was established in 2000 and is now led by Frenk Celarc, one of Slovenia's best known
production managers whose work includes over 30 feature films. Besides film production and film line
production Gustav film also produces theatre plays and organizes theatre festivals.
Selected important films produced by Gustav film:
2003 - Documentary film PETERKA: YEAR OF DECISION, directed by Vlado Škafar (premiered in
competition at Cinema du réel, Paris, 2004)
2007 - Feature film TEAH, directed by Hanna Slak which was the first co production between Slovenia
(Gustav film and Studio Maj), Poland (SPI), Croatia (Jadran Film) and Bosnia (PRO.BA). Project was
also the first Slovenian language film to be supported by Eurimages
2008 – Documentary LETTER TO A CHILD, directed by Vlado Škafar
2009 – Feature 9:06, directed by Igor Šterk, the most awarded film (9) in the history of Slovenian Film
Festival
2010 – Feature DAD, directed by Vlado Škafar, premiered at Venice Film Festival
2015 – Feature THE HIGH SUN (HR, SI), directed by Dalibor Matanić, premiered at Cannes Film
festival
Select projects line-produced by Gustav film:
2004 – WELL TEMPERED CORPSES, directed by Benjamin Filipović
2005 – TUNING, directed by Igor Šterk
Upcoming projects:
Feature film ERASED
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+31.6.4151.5717
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World sales
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Nerina T. Kocjančič
SLOVENIAN FILM FUND
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